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Abstract:
More recently, people are hiding secret messages in graphics images or audio or video. The method of embedding the actual
message on the other Medium such as image, sound files etc are called as “Stenography”.To reduce the complexity for
minimizing joint distortion, an coding method to decompose the joint distortion (abbreviated to DeJoin) into distortion on individual
pixels and thus the message can be anciently embedded with syndrome trellis codes (STCs).In proposed system use very high secure
to hide the data by using audio files. The algorithms used are LSB (LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT)

STEGANOGRAPHY is a technique for covert communication,
which aims to hide secret messages into ordinary digital media
without drawing suspicion [1]–[4]. Currently, most approaches
on content adaptive steganography are based on the model of
minimizing distortion between the cover and the corresponding
stego object. Most adaptive steganographic methods adopted
additive distortion fuchtions, such as HUGO, WOW,
UNIWARD, HILL, and MiPOD in which the distortion is
defined by assigning costs to individual cover elements. In
additive distortion model, the modifications on pixels are
assumed to be independent and thus minimizing the overall costs
is equivalent to minimizing the sum of costs of individual
changed elements. For additive distortion based methods, the
practical message embedding is usually realized by the efficient
coding method, syndrome trellis codes (STCs) [11], which can
approach the lower bound of average embedding distortion for
additive model.

estimate the change probabilities of each pixel, which is easy for
detecting additive schemes, such as HILL and MiPOD.
Drawback of Existing System
Suppose the receiver does not have embedding key, but posses
the encryption keys only, the image can still be decrypted from
the encrypted bit stream naturally with some distortion. It does
not provide satisfactory security
Proposed System
The algorithm used is Least Significant Bit Algorithm.
Information hiding techniques proposed to embed secret
information within audio file using LSB.LSB method allows
large amount of secret information to be encoded in an audio
file.
Advantages of Proposed System
It provides greater security and it is an efficient method for
hiding the secret information from hackers and sent to the
destination in a safe and undetectable manner. It also ensures
that the size of the file is not changed even after encoding and it
is also suitable for any type of audio file format.

2. DEFINING JOINT DISTORTION WITH

4. CONCLUSION

SMD Principle

In this paper, we proposed a framework to improve the security
of adaptive steganography by defining joint distortion functions
on pixel blocks, which exploits the interactive impact of changes
between adjacent pixels. The proposed system consists of the
encryption applied to the audio files through the wave file
format. The noise bits in the audio file are removed and the
original message is hidden. In the future, the steganography can
be implemented with help of video file.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the above section, we propose a general method for
embedding messages by minimizing joint distortion. The joint
distortion can be defined in several manners, e.g., extending the
Gaussian models used in [9] from single pixel to multi-pixels or
generalizing the SMD based method [12], [13]. For fairly
comparing with the methods in [12], [13], we give some
examples on how to define joint distortion based on the principle
of SMD.
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